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« Convinced of the role of art in building an 

open society and in developing a critical world-

view, I created Fondation H in Madagascar in 2017.

 

After 6 years of observing the impact that 

could have had, even a visit from one of our 

15,000 annual visitors to Antananarivo and 

5,000 to Paris, the discussions and reflections                                              

triggered with our mediation teams, the ques-

tions raised by the fifty artists who have exhi-

bited their work at Fondation H to date, as well 

as the journeys of more than 100 young artists 

who have benefited from our programs, today I 

am sure of the necessity of this quest and de-

termined to continue and develop it further. 

Opening in the heart of Antananarivo, after more 

than two years of work, a new space for Fondation 

H, is the logical continuation of this commitment.

 

This historic building, beautifully renovated by 

local artisans, carries within itself the DNA of 

our mission: a human support as close as pos-

sible to artists and our public, in constant dia-

logue with the rest of the continent, in an 

environment, Madagascar, that still needs 

more production and exhibition venues. 

I am particularly moved to inaugurate this new 

Fondation H with an exhibition dedicated to the 

great Malagasy artist Zoarinivo Razakaratrimo, 

known as Madame Zo, whose work I admire very 

much and whose meeting, many years ago, ins-

pired in me a growing curiosity and interest in 

the artistic scene in my country and in general 

on the African continent. That meeting, which 

opened my eyes to a world previously unknown 

to me, changed my life. Giving her the spot-

light in this new setting worthy of her work is a 

humble expression of the endless local apprecia-

tion shown to this prematurely deceased artist.  

The polyphonic voice proposed by the curators 

invited to examine her work, Bérénice Saliou 

and Prof. Dr. Bonaventure Soh Bejeng Ndikung, 

as well as the dense program of artist residen-

cies and performances that they have built in 

parallel to the exhibition, and the public pro-

gram curated by Alya Sebti and Hobisoa Rai-

ninoro, beautifully reflects the will of Fonda-

tion H to be a space for creation and dialogue.

 

While several residents have already taken 

possession of this building since January, a 

dense program of events will take place from 

April 26 to 30, 2023, embodying the be-

ginning of a long and joyful journey. »  

Hassanein Hiridjee, 

President of Fondation H
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The first private contemporary art foundation in Madagascar and the 
first cultural institution of this scale in the country, Fondation H inau-
gurates its new, entirely free, 2200 m2 venue on April 28, 2023, in the 
city center of the capital of Madagascar. 

Fondation H was founded in Antananarivo in 2017 on the initiative of 
entrepreneur and patron Hassanein Hiridjee, who is convinced that art 
and culture have a strong social impact and enable a critical opening 
to the world. 

For the last 6 years Fondation H has been running programs to sup-
port artists from Africa and its diasporas in their careers, facilitate pu-
blic access to art and actively participated in the development and 
structuring of the art scene in the Indian Ocean.
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A NEW PLACE
OF INFLUENCE
FOR AFRICAN
CREATION
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A LOCAL AND CONTINENTAL ANCHOR... 

In a historic building in downtown Antananarivo, built a century ago and com-
pletely renovated and expanded, Fondation H’s new space is a vibrant place of 
creation and dialogue, focusing mainly on artists from Africa and the diaspora. 
Because of its size and ambition, Fondation H is one of the few artistic institutions 
in Africa capable of pushing the outreach of these scenes on an international level.

This new space allows Fondation H to reflect and develop its multiple actions and programs 
under one roof. With this building, Fondation H is entering a new phase in its history and ranks 
alongside the few institutions in Africa that, due to their aspirations and dimensions, can 
support and promote the continent’s artistic creations in their home countries and interna-
tionally.

Fondation H aspires to partner and collaborate with other institutions on the continent, 
whether through residencies, dissemination of exhibitions or exchange of best practices. The 
welcoming of residents from other African countries in 2023 is in line with this aspiration, 
while the possibility of hosting a Pan-African traveling exhibition starting 2024 is being ex-
plored.
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This new space in Antananarivo is also part of a broader international strategy of Fondation H, 
which takes shape through:

• its showroom in Paris (since 2020), where 3 artists per year, supported through crea-
tive grants, and one winner artist of the Fondation H’s Prix Paritana, are invited for resi-
dencies and/or carte blanche exhibitions;
• its partnership with the Cité Internationale des arts (since 2017), which allows Fonda-
tion H  to benefit from a studio apartment for invited artists in Paris; 
• the establishment of a contemporary art collection mainly focused on artists from the 
African continent and its diaspora; 
• sponsorship of international exhibitions internationally promoting the outreach of the 
continent’s artistic creation (Africa2020 season, first Malagasy pavilion at the Venice 
Biennale 2019, exhibition Madagascar : Arts de la Grande Île at Musée du Quai Branly – 
Jacques Chirac in 2018-2019). 

... FOR INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITIONS 

Each year, the new space of Fondation H in Antananarivo hosts a major exhibition, mono-
graphic or collective, in collaboration with an international curator, in an exhibition space 
of up to 1,500 m2. 

These 10-months exhibitions are accompanied by the publication of a catalogue, a free pro-
gram of conferences and/or performances and a wide range of mediation services adapted 
to Fondation H’s different audiences. 

Depending on the focus chosen by the curator(s), the works presented in these exhibitions 
may be created in situ by artists in residence, loaned from partner institutions or come from 
Fondation H collection. 

The exhibitions themselves can be built for Fondation H then proposed to other institutions 
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or developed elsewhere and shown in Antananarivo. Fondation H values collaboration and 
is keen to listening to others’ projects that might resonate with the Malagasy public. The 
challenge of these annual exhibitions is to facilitate a curatorial discourse that can be built 
and deployed over time and to allow the public, especially local audiences, to return multiple 
times and explore different perspectives. The cultural mediation team consists of nine full-
time employees, perfectly fluent in malagasy and french. This team is trained and accompa-
nied by the curators of each exhibition to be able to offer different reading angles and adapt 
to an international or local audience. 

Simultaneously to  these annual exhibitions, Fondation H welcomes in both Antananarivo and 
Paris personal exhibitions of 1 to 3 months, ‘carte blanche’ for artists from Africa and its 
diaspora, based on residencies accompanied by creative grants to encourage new research 
and/or production. 

These projects enable the emerging local and continental scene to continue their dialogue 
with Fondation H, which began in 2017, and for international residents to conceive exhibitions 
or restitutions in Antananarivo and Paris. In various formats (within the Fondation H venue 
in a space of approx. 100 m2, at partner institutions’ or in the public space), temporary ex-
hibitions present projects developed by the artists within this specific framework and are not 
intended to show existing works, or works from the Fondation H collection.

For all these ’carte-blanches’ projects in Antananarivo and Paris, Fondation H invites curators, 
critics or authors to write a text on the artist’s project, which is published in the booklet that 
accompanies each temporary exhibition.  

Every year, 3 artists are invited in Paris and from 4 to 6 artists in Antananarivo. All Fondation 
H exhibitions and programs are free of charge, aligned with its commitment to be as open 
as possible to various audiences. 
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THE BUILDING,
« THE PLACE OF RED 
STONES »
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Located in the Ambatomena district, literally “le lieu des pierres rouges” [the 
place of red stones] in malagasy, in the heart of the capital, Antananarivo, the 
new space of Fondation H was built between 1912 and 1924 to host the Central 
Offices of Posts and Telegraphs under the French colonial administration.

In 1810 King Radama I created a special corps of royal 
messengers which he named “Tsimandoamamy”. “The 
Tsimandoa”, who had the character of royal messen-
gers, were exempt from all service and drudgery. 
(...) The route from Antananarivo-Fianarantsoa, 300 
km, was covered in 65 hours thanks to about thirty 
squadrons. However, this institution, which was main-
ly political in character, was never opened to the pu-
blic. (...) Following the December 17, 1895, treaty, the 
French administration set up an official postal ser-
vice. Thus, in 1896, General Gallieni reorganized the 
postal service over metropolitan bases. The functio-
ning was ensured by officials from France and local 
agents initiated by the French government. In 1906 
there were 31 post offices and 91 subsidiary offices 
throughout the island. (...) The Post Office of Am-
batomena seems to be the first administrative office 
in this district and the lines of communication set 
up there should facilitate access to the public. (…)

To understand the architectural style of the building, 
we have to go back to Madagascar’s monarchical pe-
riod. In 1819, under Radama I’s reign, keen on moder-
nity, Louis Gros, master carpenter or French architect 
carpenter, introduced to Madagascar the first features 
of European architecture : the four-sided clapboard 
roof, the two-storey house, columns and arcades enli-
vening the whole, a covered gallery on which a porch 
is arranged. This European influence developed with 

the arrival of the Scottish and English missionaries 
James Cameron and William Pool, and brought with 
them an architectural mix : a carved stone base, still 
a single-storey building body, but a gabled roof with 
a shell roof, a porch supported by brick pillars. This 
style is found in the royal palaces and the houses of 
notables before it became democratized and popula-
rized around 1868 when the populace adopted brick 
and stone in their buildings. The style was also adop-
ted for religious buildings and public buildings from 
1896, when Madagascar was declared a French colony. 

All buildings in Ambatomena bear the stamp of co-
lonial style, a mixture of European architecture, a bit 
of classical Gothic and a small stamp of Creole de-
corative elements with interior balconies. The Go-
thic style, which has existed in Europe since the 
15th century, is characterized by vaults and se-
micircular arches decorated with keys that adorn 
all the doors and windows. The building consists 
of three blocks, each consisting of one floor. The 
walls are made of bricks fired with no cladding in 
the Malagasy house style trano gasy madio ivelany. 

Excerpts from the documentary research report on the 
construction of the building of Ambatomena 

led by Dr. Bako Rasoarifetra, 
commissioned by Fondation H in 2020



Typical architecture of this time, in traditional brick and tiles of Madagascar, the building was 
completely restored over two years under the aegis of the Malagasy architectural firm Ot-
mar Dodel and in close collaboration with local craftsmen, who partly recovered and rehabi-
litated old techniques for this renovation.  

The architecture firm first set out to find the original plans of the building, which have been 
hugely altered and distorted over the years and its different uses. This long research work 
allowed a renovation, notably of the facades, as close as possible to what the building was 
during its construction in the early 20th century. 

TWO YEARS OF RESTORATION
FOR THIS SUSTAINABLE BUILDING  

Several dozen local craftsmen were asked to examine certain key aspects of the renovation 
according to their know-how, finding techniques that were partly old and underused. A tile 
craftsman found and recreated the historic shapes of the building’s tiles, which were no lon-
ger in circulation, to replace the many broken or missing tiles. Each brick of the building has 
been meticulously renovated or replaced by hand to fill in the marks of time. The rainwater 
downspouts have been repaired or rebuilt in the traditional way, while each wooden door and 
window has been dismantled by a local carpenter to be sanded, possibly spot repaired and 
reinstalled. 

A second building was designed by the architectural firm Architecture Otmar Dodel, and fits 
into a perfect dialogue with the old building, particularly through the choice of materials. Built 
entirely of brick, using traditional craftsmanship, meaning, without a concrete understructure, 
the modern extension is symbolically separated from the historic building by an over 30 
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meters long glass roof. Three zenithal openings punctuate this space of more than 220 m2.

While the screening conditions meet the international museums criteria, the building was 
renovated by pursuing the best air circulation, to return to what it was at the beginning of 
the 20th century, built to function without air conditioning and favour natural ventilation 
between the different rooms and outdoor spaces. 

A traditional courtyard has been restored, and an extensive garden has been created, hou-
sing a wide variety of endemic plants. These open-to-all spaces will be sanctuaries in an 
extremely dense and sparsely vegetated city center.

Finally, the building was designed taking into account the context in which it fits and the envi-
ronmental issues of our time. For this purpose it is energetically autonomous thanks to solar 
panels installed on its roof.
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Fondation H gathers several spaces, all designed to host different types of events and pro-
jects: 

• Exhibition spaces of 900 m2 on two levels, including a variety of types of rooms, 
some in the historical building, more intimate, and others larger with high ceilings, on 
the first floor in the recent extension of the building. These different spaces allow guest 
curators to create a wide variety of scenography. All spaces have been designed to be 
modular (the walls can be opened or closed depending on the project);

• Workspaces for artists in residence;

• A contemporary art library, the first of its kind in the country, with free access and 
open to all, including free access computers and wifi;

• A space dedicated to cultural mediation and the daily reception of groups of children 
and young people;

• An apartment, to welcome an artist or curator for the length of a residency or project;

• A restaurant on the ground floor and in the central courtyard of the building that 
offers a daily renewed selection of fresh and local dishes, whose prices have been de-
signed to be accessible to the largest possible number of people;

• A vast garden with access through the exhibition halls, which brings together only 
local and endemic species, a green lung in the heart of the capital.

FLEXIBLE SPACES FOR FONDATION H’S 
VARIOUS PROGRAMS 
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FONDATION H’S
2023 PROGRAM
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Fondation H’s 2023 program is structured around several key focuses: on one 
hand, the inaugural exhibition of the new building in Antananarivo, accom-
panied by a year-long program of performances, discussions, residencies and 
mediation. 
On the other, shorter and regular programs such as the residence and ex-
hibition beyond the walls of the photographer François-Xavier Gbré in                                                        
Antananarivo, and the residences and ‘carte blanche’ exhibitions of the ar-
tists Johanna Mirabel, Adji Dieye and Ange Dakouo in the parisian space of                                                                                                                                  
Fondation H, as well as the 7th edition of Prix Paritana.
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INAUGURAL EXHIBITION :  
BIENTÔT JE VOUS TISSE TOUS, BY MADAME ZO

For its inaugural exhibition, Bientôt je vous tisse tous [Soon I will weave you all], Fondation 
H invited exhibition curators Bérénice Saliou (Director, Documents d’ Artistes, Reunion Island) 
and Prof. Dr. Bonaventure Soh Bejeng Ndikung (Founder, SAVVY Contemporary, Berlin, and 
Director, Haus der Kulturen der Welt, Berlin) to delve into the work of Zoarinivo Razakaratrimo, 
known as Madame Zo, icon of the malagasy art scene (1956-2020). 

Madame Zo dedicated her life to the art of weaving, an ancestral tradition still alive in Ma-
dagascar, where lamba, a wild silk or cotton fabric, accompanies every moment of life, from 
birth to death. 

From this common and spiritual object, Madame Zo drew the essence of her work, first 
through design and fashion objects when her workshop was one of the most active in Africa 
with that of Aïssa Dione in Senegal, and then transcended the rules of this strongly codified 
art. By making her technique extremely complex and freeing herself from the limitations of 
material or format, she developed her own artistic language.

Madame Zo’s weavings have unusual shapes and sizes thanks to the looms she made herself. 
They integrate several hundred materials such as newsprint, magnetic tapes, electronic com-
ponents, copper, bones, medicinal plants, industrial foam, rubber, wood chips or perishable 
foods...

They form an important corpus of abstract works whose meshes enclose significant                             
details and language games that seem like an enigma to be deciphered, revealing a vision of                      
Malagasy society and a poetic and engaging reading of the world.

The monographic exhibition Bientôt je vous tisse [Soon I will weave you all] brings together  
more than eighty artworks, the results of two decades of production. They invest 900 m2 
of Fondation H exhibition space in a lively, sculptural and organic dialogue, that highlights 
the main themes of Madame Zo’s work. From “oraliture” to “cinétiss”, threads carry messages 
and evoke memories. Bientôt je vous tisse tous [Soon I will weave you all], in the artist’s words, 
promises endless experimentation.

https://www.fondation-h.com/exhibitions-fr/bientot-je-vous-tisse-tous
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To deliberate on the work of Madame Zo is to marvel 
at and unravel these universes woven by Madame Zo 
into a pluriverse, which the Zapatistas are known to 
have described as a world in which many worlds fit. 
The worlds that fit in Madame Zo’s pluriverse are
made of threads of technologies, stories, medicines, 
tapes, woods and other found objects in her quo-
tidian. Each thread is spun from the artist’s silent 
but deep encounter with the environment, with the 
people that surround her, with the impulses she gets 
from the cosmos.

To deliberate on the work of Madame Zo is to be 
deliberate in pushing the boundaries of what art can 
or must be. It is to be deliberate about blurring the 
boundary between craft and art, or indeed comple-
tely tearing down whatever threshold society has 
created to separate art from craft, and honestly it is 
to be deliberate about weaving art and craft into a 
sophisticated mesh. It is to be deliberate in practicing 
narration through abstraction and continuing in the 
building of a genealogy of abstraction as a funda-
mental part of artistic expression and language at 
large within the African world.

To deliberate on the work of Madame Zo is to engage 
with art and an artist that is liberated. Liberated from 
the constraints of materiality: that is why she could 
weave with copper and wood, with bread and grass, 
with everything that crossed her path. Liberated
from the constraints of subject matter: that is why 
she could touch on questions of nature, of totems, 
of texts, of physics, of medicine, of art history, of ci-
nema, of listening, of story telling, of astrophysics, of 
spirituality, of politics, of personal search, of culture 
and of much more in her work without even labelling 
or sloganising these themes. (…)

This exhibition “Bientôt je vous tisse tous” can be 

seen as a retrospective because it brings together 
over 90 works of Madame Zo produced in different 
phases of her practice as an artist and artisan and 
spanning several decades. But this offering can also 
be understood as a retrospection, which is to say a 
possibility of looking back at Madame Zo’s work, and 
engaging in a possibility of (re-)contextualising and 
(re-)situating the work.
To look is not to see.

In researching on Madame Zo’s work one might have 
the impression that many have looked at her work, 
but very few have seen her work. Seeing as in expe-
riencing the work.
Seeing as in doing an “Auseinadersetzung” with the 
work. Her work can obviously be read from the sur-
face, but like with every poetic practice, it demands 
for the beholder to spend time with it. It calls for the 
viewer to engage all their senses in experiencing the
work. It asks for us to dig deep, to unearth, to rum-
mage at the crux — indeed it calls for profundity.
“Bientôt je vous tisse tous” will be an exhibition that 
holds space and invites people to engage with the 
practices and philosophies the Madame Zo cultivated 
over several decades. (…)
It wouldn’t be a hyperbole to state that Madame Zo 
is a writer, a narrator, a story teller, an orator. In her 
practice is grounded the notion of what Haitians call 
oraliture: a way of telling not restricted to the written 
script but employing other scripts like weaving, ora-
lity, and otherwise. (…)

The exhibition “Bientôt je vous tisse tous” takes its 
title from the last letter Madame Zo sent to the Fon-
dation H’s director Hassanein Hiridjee and the jury of 
the Prix Paritana when she was accorded the prize. 
The title speaks of a social weaving and social healing
that were integral parts of her work. That people from 
different disciplines, geographies, concerns come 

EXCERPT FROM THE EXHIBITION CATALOGUE

Spaceshifting and spacemaking  
in Madame Zo’s weaving practice

 
by Prof. Dr. Bonaventure Soh Bejeng Ndikung 
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together to weave together the art works of Madame 
Zo in an exhibition, to spin a public programme in her 
honour, to host a residency of artists around her
practice, or just to deliberate on her work as a crafts-
person and artist, as a philosopher and healer is a 
manifestation of what she wrote: “Bientôt je vous 
tisse tous.”

“Bientôt je vous tisse tous” is almost a promise of the 
supernatural, or a hint of the transition she was about 
to make to the greater beyond. A migration to that 
only place where one has the possibility of weaving 
all of us.

“Bientôt je vous tisse tous” is an exhibition that tries 
to shed light on the plenitude of tracjectories that 
Madame Zo explored in her life time and passes 
down to us all. The trajectories include but care not 
limited to her interests in art history; her exploration 
of the depths of the black hole; her narrations using 
the film tapes as material in what she called Cinetiss; 

her geometric, oblong, and abstract constellations; 
her interest in gender questions; her engagement 
with light phenomena; her quest and questioning of 
nature; her translation languages, narrations (orali-
ture), writings (literature) into textiles; her imagina-
tions of landscapes; her personal and societal inqui-
ries, her cogitations of materiality and physicality of 
objects; her pursuit of a deeper understanding of 
spirituality beyond religion; her investigations in the 
realm of technologies, and her embarking on a never 
ending transition. “Bientôt je vous tisse tous” is an 
effort to understand spacemaking and shapeshifting 
in Madame Zo’s (Razakaratrimo Zoarinivo) weaving 
practice.
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SCIENTIFIC COMMITTEE 
OF THE INAUGURAL EXHIBITION 

A scientific committee was set up by Fondation H as part of the inaugural exhibition to 
accompany the curators in their research on Madame Zo’s works. These personalities 
were chosen for their expertise in the malagasy art scene and local context, as well as 
for their long, even decades-long, friendly and professional ties to Madame Zo.

The Scientific Committee of the exhibition Bientôt je vous tisse tous [Soon I will weave 
you all] is composed of:

• Hemerson Andrianetrazafy, Visual artist, Art historian, Fellow of the Académie Mal-
gache, section Arts et Lettres;

• Sarah Fee, PhD, Senior curator, World Cultures, Textiles and Costumes at the Royal 
Ontario Museum, Research Professor of history and textile traditions of Madagascar;

• Bako Nirina Rasoarifetra, Lecturer, Research Professor of Archaeology, Museology 
and Heritage, Institut de Civilisations, Musée d’Art et d’Archéologie, University of Anta-
nanarivo, Fellow of the Académie Malgache;

• Misa Ratrimoharinino, Weaver, Son and Estate owner of Madame Zo.
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ARTISTIC CAREER OF ZOARINIVO RAZAKATRIMO, 
KNOWN AS MADAME ZO 

Born: May 4, 1956 in Antananarivo, Madagascar 
Died: July 13, 2020 in Antananarivo, Madagascar

1985
- Professional reorientation in the craft by giving up the position as a cartographer at Foiben-Taosarinta-
nin’i Madagasikara (the national cartography center of Madagascar) 
- Integration of a training in weaving and dyeing at the Centre National de l’Artisanat Malagasy (CENAM)     
- Early career in weaving on traditional looms and treadle looms 

1987 
- Established her first custom weaving workshop at her home in Faravohitra district, Antananarivo

1990
- Established her weaving and handicraft business, Les Tisserandes, in the Ambanidia district,                 
Antananarivo

1996
- Integration of the ADEVA project (Action pour le Developpement de l’Artisanat, funded by the European 
Union) for skills development program, research and creation of weaving patterns Integration of uncon-
ventional materials

1998 
- Relocation and expansion of her workshop and opening of a showroom in the district of Tsiazotafo, An-
tananarivo

1999 
- Presentation of her work with Le Cercle des Artistes Contemporains (Multidisciplinary artists collective) 
in a conference organized on the sidelines of the collective exhibition Ancêtres et Visions 
- First intervention as a trainer in weaving technique at l’Espace Métiers Solidarité Firaisankina, Antananarivo

2000 
- Began collaborating with her son Misa Ratrimoharinivo and founded the Zo Artiss label, which brings 
together her creations in the field of design 
- Prize-winning participation in the International Textile Design and Creativity Fair, organized as part of 
the 3rd Dakar Biennial, Dak’Art, Senegal

2001 
- Facilitation of a technical and creative workshop on weaving as part of Textiles Croisés project in Ban-
guy, Centrafrique
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2002
- Participation in the Saint-Etienne International Design Biennial
- Works presented at the Smithsonian, National Museum of African Art, in the Gifts and Blessings :                
the Textile Arts of Madagascar exhibition in Washington DC, United States

2003
- Le traditionnel au XXIème siècle [ The traditional in the XXIst Century], first solo exhibition at Centre 
Culturel Albert Camus (currently Institut Français de Madagascar)
- Participation in Textile et métal [Textile and metal] exhibition organized by Association Fils et Métiers, in 
Dordogne, France

2004 
- Closure of her showroom and relocation of her workshop in the district of Ampasapito, Antananarivo 
- Second participation in the Saint-Etienne International Design Biennial 

2005
 - Participation in the MadaSilk Design project, a platform for the promotion of the silk sector in Madagas-
car, led by the Organization of the United Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO) 

2006 
- La Saison des cultures [Growing Season], second solo exhibition at the Centre Culturel Albert Camus, 
Madagascar

2007 
 - Participation in the collective exhibition: 30 et Presque – songes [30 and almost - dreams] initiated by 
the artist Joël Andrianomearisoa in Antananarivo, Madagascar

2010 
- Participation in Naturellement Urbain [Naturally Urban] / NU project, a support to the Malagasy fashion 
design sector created by Art Mada 2 « Appui au développement culturel de Madagascar » [Support for 
the Cultural Development of Madagascar], a program of the French Embassy in Madagascar and the Mi-
nistry of Culture and Heritage

2011 
- Participation in TransPorter/ Lambahoany en Mouvement [Lambahoany in Motion], a textile design pro-
ject initiated by French visual artist Catie de Balmann at Institut Français de Madagascar

2012
– Participation in Ethical Fashion Show organized at Carrousel du Louvre in Paris, France
 - Member of the Jury of Prix Célimène, a creativity competition for amateur female artists in different 
disciplines of visual arts, in La Réunion, France 

2013 
- Matières choisies [Selected Materials], third solo exhibition at the Institut Français de Madagascar 

2017
- Vice-winner of the Prix Paritana, a Fondation H program

2018
- Participation in the exhibition Madagascar, Arts de la Grande île at the the Musée du Quai Bran-
ly-Jacques Chirac, Paris, France 
- Participation in the collective exhibition Ici la limite du royaume est la mer [Here the limit of the king-
dom is the sea] at Institut Français de Madagascar 
- Collaboration with Ndao Hanavao, a program to support the professional training of young malagasy 
designers, coordinated by Rubis Mécénat

2019
- L’art au quotidien [Art in Everyday Life], solo exhibition for the inauguration of Fondation H premises in 
Antananarivo, Madagascar
- Jeux d’artifices [Fireworks Game] produced by Fonds Régional d’Art Contemporain de La Réunion at 
Institut Français de Madagascar

2020 
- Winner of the Prix Paritana, a Fondation H program
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BÉRÉNICE SALIOU

Bérénice Saliou is an exhibition curator and AICA 

member. From 2022, she is director of the organisa-

tion Documents d’Artistes La Réunion in order to help 

promote artists from overseas and more broadly from 

the Indian Ocean. 

From 2015 to 2022, she acted as Artistic Director of 

the Institute of Islamic Cultures (ICI), a cultural esta-

blishment in Paris, France. By curating exhibitions, 

producing works of art and projects - including in pu-

blic spaces - and organising multidisciplinary events, 

she helps to make non-Western artistic scenes more 

visible in Europe, where they tend to be underrepre-

sented. 

In 2010, along with artist Younès Rahmoun, she 

co-founded the artist residency Trankat in the medina 

of Tetouan (Morocco). She was head of the project 

until 2015.

She has a Masters in Fine Arts from the University of 

Provence, a Masters in Cultural Professions from the 

University of Lille 3, and an MFA Curating from Golds-

miths College in London. 

During her career, she has notably supported the 

creation of artworks by Bertille Bak, Sabrina Belouaar, 

Tarek Benaoum, Yane Cavlovski, Jordi Colomer, ge-

than&myles, Chourouk Hriech, Mehdi-Georges Lahlou, 

Katia Kameli, Smail Kanouté, Hervé Yamguen and Her-

vé Youmbi, Salifou Lindou, Maryanto, Randa Maroufi, 

Ruangrupa, Josefa Ntjam, Sara Ouhaddou, Moussa 

Sarr, Laetitia Tura, Hossein Valamanesh.

PROF. DR. BONAVENTURE SOH BEJENG NDIKUNG 

Dr. Bonaventure Soh Bejeng Ndikung is a curator, 

author and biotechnologist. He is founder of SAVVY 

Contemporary in Berlin and is the artistic director of 

Sonsbeek20–24, a quadrennial contemporary art exhi-

bition in Arnhem, the Netherlands. He is artistic direc-

tor of the 13th Bamako Encounters 2022, a biennale 

for African photography in Mali. From January 2023 

he took on the role of Director at Haus der Kulturen 

der Welt (HKW) in Berlin.

Ndikung was the curator-at-large for Adam Szymc-

zyk’s Documenta 14 in Athens, Greece and Kassel, 

Germany, in 2017; a guest curator of the Dak’Art bien-

nale in Dakar, Senegal, in 2018; as well as artistic direc-

tor of the 12th Bamako Encounters in 2019. Together 

with the Miracle Workers Collective, he curated the 

Finland Pavilion at the Venice Biennale in 2019. 

He was a recipient of the first OCAD University Inter-

national Curators Residency fellowship in Toronto in 

2020 and is currently a professor in the Spatial Strate-

gies MA program at the Weissensee Academy of Art 

in Berlin. 

BIOGRAPHIES OF THE CURATORS
OF THE INAUGURAL EXHIBITION
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TWO ARTIST RESIDENCIES CYCLES 
ECHOING BIENTÔT JE VOUS TISSE TOUS

Three artists have been chosen by the curators of the exhibition Bientôt je vous tisse tous 

[Soon I weave you all], for a three-month research and creative residency at Fondation H. 

This residency program is designed as an extension of the unifying thought of Madame 
Zo, who never stopped sharing her knowledge and thoughts throughout her life. With this 
in mind, meetings between artists-in-residence and the public will be organized to present 
artworks and share ideas.

Amina Agueznay (Morocco), Masami (Japan/Reunion) and Grace Dorothée Tong (Cameroon) 
were selected for their experimental skills and interest in weaving as a craft, technological, so-
cial and indigenous phenomenon. By stitching, weaving, embroidery, crochet or twisting, they 
assemble physical and mental threads and are in line with Madame Zo’s thinking and practice. 

During their residency at Fondation H in Antananarivo, the three artists studied local mate-
rials and craft techniques to test their possibilities. Along the path of curiosity and freedom 
pursued by Madame Zo, Amina Agueznay, Masami and Grace Dorothée Tong have experi-
mented with raphia, vetiver, crystal, recycled fabric, recycled plastic, essential oil, copper, 
coco, sisal, red soil and iron. The artists bring to life creations that dialogue with their personal 
itineraries and influences as well as with the works of the exhibition Bientôt je vous tisse tous 

[Soon I will weave you all]. 

A second round of residencies will take place from August to October 2023. 

https://www.fondation-h.com/exhibitions-fr/residence-de-creation-et-dexposition
https://www.fondation-h.com/exhibitions-fr/residence-de-creation
https://www.fondation-h.com/exhibitions-fr/residence-de-creation-et-exposition-2
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BIOGRAPHIES OF THE THREE ARTISTS IN RESIDENCE, 
FEBRUARY-APRIL 2023

AMINA AGUEZNAY

Born in 1963 in Casablanca (Morocco), where she grew 

up, Amina Agueznay studied architecture in Washing-

ton DC, where she earned a Bachelor of Architecture 

degree. At the same time, she completed a jewellery 

apprenticeship. In doing so, she moved from the mo-

numental to the miniature, a trait that is repeated in 

her work. Her artistic practice takes her to the edge of 

complementary universes such as design, fashion or 

handcrafted weaving. Each of their projects is created 

in collaboration with artisans. « Être curieuse, parta-

ger et transmettre » [Be curious, share and pass on] 

is her motto to forge and build strong relationships 

with people of exceptional know-how. Since 1999, 

when she exhibited at the Institut du Monde Arabe in 

Paris, Amina Agueznay has participated in numerous 

international exhibitions and fairs. In 2010 she won the 

Mediterranean Fashion Prize.

MASAMI

Born in 1975 in Tokyo (Japan), Masami obtained a 

bachelor’s degree in Art and Design from the Uni-

versity of Tokyo in 1998, where she studied the va-

rious techniques of traditional Japanese weaving and 

dyeing. She then lived in the US, New Zealand and 

France before moving to Reunion Island in 2012, where 

she still lives and works. Often made from knitted, wo-

ven or knotted organic materials, her work explores 

light, waves and energies in a poetic and spiritual rela-

tionship to the visible and invisible forces of the world. 

She says: « My relationship to the universe is built up 

instinctively in my relationship to the space of forests, 

mountains, rivers, fields, the sea... A germination takes 

place from simple materials, the propagation and 

flowering of which I accompany to a certain extent in 

a meditative gestation. »

GRACE DOROTHÉE TONG 

Born in 1992 in Yaoundé (Cameroon), Grace Dorothée 

Tong lives and works in Douala (Cameroon). She holds 

a degree in Fine Arts and Art History from the Institut 

des Beaux-Arts de Nkongssamba at the University of 

Douala. After several group exhibitions in Cameroon 

between 2019 and 2021 and a participation in the Ren-

contres d’Arts Visuels de Yaoundé (RAVY) in 2021, she 

presented her first solo exhibition in 2022 at the Ins-

titut Français du Cameroun. After working introspec-

tively on the traumas of her childhood, the artist has 

been interested in questions of identity construction 

since childhood and the formation of interpersonal 

bonds and questions the belonging to an artist family. 
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PUBLIC PROGRAM
ECHOING BIENTÔT JE VOUS TISSE TOUS

A program of transdisciplinary, transgenerational and transregional performances and en-
counters accompanies the inaugural exhibition, has been curated by Alya Sebti (Director, 
ifa-Gallery, Berlin) and Hobisoa Raininoro (In charge of programmes, Fondation H, Antanana-
rivo).

Click here to discover the full public programme. 

The program is organized in two phases, a first period from April 28 to 30, 2023, following the 
opening of the exhibition and a second period from September 21 to 23, 2023. 

https://www.fondation-h.com/exhibitions-fr/programme-public
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BIOGRAPHIES OF THE CURATORS 
OF THE PUBLIC PROGRAM

ALYA SEBTI

Alya Sebti is the director of ifa-Galerie in Berlin (Ins-

titut für Auslandsbeziehungen). She created the re-

search and exhibition platform “Untie to Tie, on colo-

nial legacies in contemporary societies”. Since 2017, 

ifa-Galerie Berlin is dedicated to this transdisciplinary 

program with a focus on visual art, performance, and 

education.

Her curatorial practice also investigates the format of 

Biennale as an intercultural meeting place. In 2020 she 

was co-curator of the European Biennale Manifesta in 

Marseille. In 2018 she was guest curator for the Dakar 

Biennial and Artistic Director of the 5th edition of the 

Marrakech Biennial in 2014.

She has curated several exhibitions including at Musée 

de l’IFAN in Dakar, Mons European Capital of Culture, 

KW Institute for Contemporary Art Berlin.

Her latest publication includes “UNTIE TO TIE” (2021) 

and “Pas de Deux” with Angelika Stepken for Villa Ro-

mana in Florence. She has written and lectured on art 

and the public sphere, about biennials and transcultu-

ral art practices at venues including: Haus der Kultu-

ren der Welt, Berlin; Thessaloniki Biennale; University 

of Addis Ababa; KW Institute for Contemporary Art, 

Berlin; International Academy of Salzburg; New York 

University, Berlin; Le Cube Art Centre, Rabat.

Alya Sebti has been jury for amongst others: DAAD 

(the German academic exchange service), TURN2 Kul-

turstiftung des Bundes (Fond for artistic cooperation 

between Germany and African countries), Berlin Art 

Prize, Preis der Nationalgalerie, DAK’Art Dakar Bien-

nale, Arab Funds for Art and Culture, Art for the Afri-

can Union, and nominator for the Han Nefkens Foun-

dation, Akademie Schloss Solitude, Schering Award 

and Jameel Prize. She has been mentoring curatorial 

research at ZK/U art residency Berlin and MACAAL 

Museum in Marrakech. 

HOBISOA RAININORO

Hobisoa Raininoro joined Fondation H in 2019 and is 

now in charge of programming. 

She is founding member of the student association 

of the cultural mediation cursus at Université d’Anta-

nanarivo in 2010. Hobisoa has been founding director 

of Centre de Ressources des Arts Actuels de Mada-

gascar (CRAAM) from 2011 to 2018, a space for re-

search, production and dialogue in relation with the 

arts. She hosted and produced, in this context, about 

50 cultural events in Antananarivo, such as Musique 

d’Afrique, Concert intergénérationnel, a show pro-

duced for the Sommet de la Francophonie in Anta-

nanarivo in 2016. 

Committed to multicultural dialogue between Mada-

gascar and the rest of the world, she led several re-

gional cooperative projects within the Indian ocean: 

participation of Madagascar at Indian Ocean Music 

Market (since 2012), protection and valorisation of the 

regional musical heritage via Phonothèque historique 

de l’Océan Indien in partnership with Pôle régional des 

Musiques actuelles de La Réunion, the Regards Croi-

sés sur l’Océan Indien project, and an itinerant photo-

graphy exhibition. 
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RESIDENCY AND ‘CARTE-BLANCHE’ EXHIBITION 
BY FRANÇOIS-XAVIER GBRÉ

In line with its program of exhibitions in the public space, running from 2019 in Antananarivo, 

Fondation H has invited Franco-Ivorian photographer François-Xavier Gbré for a residency, 

January-April 2023. 

The starting point of this project is the intention of Fondation H to rehabilitate the historical               

heritage of the city center of Antananarivo, and to understand the context in which its new 

building fits, in a contemporary perspective.

From 26 April to 14 May 2023, Fondation H presents Lova [Héritage], an exhibition by Fran-

çois-Xavier Gbré, following his residency. The exhibition takes place in an innocupied building 

in the historical neighborhood of Isoraka, in the city-center and very close to Fondation H. 
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BIOGRAPHY OF FRANÇOIS-XAVIER GBRÉ

Born in 1978 in Lille, France. François-Xavier Gbré                  

lives and works between La Rochelle, France and 

Abidjan, Ivory Coast. Caught up by time and geogra-

phy, his work evokes the language of architecture as 

a witness to memory and social change. From co-

lonial remnants to landscapes redefined by current 

events, he explores territories and revisits History. 

Selected exhibitions: Biennale de Dakar (Musée des 

Civilisations Noires, Sénégal, 2022), Shifting dialogs: 

photography from the Walther Collection (Düssel-

dorf, Allemagne, 2022), La Nage de l’Elephant (Ga-

lerie Cécile Fakhoury, Côte d’Ivoire, 2021), Ton pied, 

mon pied (Jimei x Rencontres d’Arles, Xiamen, Chine, 

2020), China - Africa : Beyond the colorline (Centre 

Pompidou, Paris, France, 2020), Sogno d’Oltremare 

(Museo MAN, Italie, 2019), Afriques Capitales (La 

Villette, Paris, 2018), Landscape Photography Today 

(Denver Art Museum, U.S.A., 2018), Recent Histories 

(The Walther Collection, Neu-Ulm, Allemagne, 2017), 

The Past is a Foreign Country (Cantor Fitzgerald Gal-

lery, Haverford College, USA, 2015), Fragments (Gale-

rie Cécile Fakhoury, Côte d’Ivoire, 2015)

His works are in the collections of the Centre Pompi-

dou  (Paris, France), the Smithsonian Institution (Was-

hington, Usa), Tate Modern (London, UK), Queensland 

Gallery of Modern Art (Brisbane, Australia), Société 

Générale (Paris, France), the Walther Collection (Neu-

Ulm, Germany - New York, Usa), the Philadelphia Mu-

seum of Art  (Usa, 2020), the Chazen Museum of Art 

– University of Wisconsin (Usa, 2020), the Collection 

des Rencontres d’Arles (France), the Fondation Bla-

chère (France), the Fonds National d’Art Contempo-

rain (France), the Fonds National d’Art Contemporain 

(France), and Fondation H (Madagascar).

In 2020, François-Xavier Gbré won the Louis Roederer 

Prize at the Rencontres Internationales de la Photo-

graphie d’Arles.

Antananarivo, « the city of a thousand », you are thick, very thick. 
From the top of your hills, you complete a variety of small, color-

ful tasks. When sitting on the peaks, you provide some landmarks. 
But to understand you, one needs to climb, go up and down, walk. 
You are a labyrinth with countless corridors. (...) With your assem-

bled, nested, embedded, intertwined constructions, you are a jigsaw 
puzzle whose pieces are constantly changing. Every building, some-
day, undergoes repair, transformation. The layers overlap, the layers 
of time are clearly visible, the materials give an idea of the epochs. 

You are a carved city from which I extract the fragments, the story of 
an archeology between worlds.

François-Xavier Gbré
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2023 PROGRAM  
IN THE PARISIAN SPACE OF FONDATION H  

Between January and November 2023, the Parisian space of Fondation H, in partnership with 
the Cité Internationale des arts, continues its restitution and/or exhibition cycle with three 
artists invited for a ‘carte blanche’ project. A fourth artist, winner of the 7th edition of the 
Prix Paritana, selected by the jury in April 2023, will be in Paris from October to December 
and then exhibited in Fondation H space in December 2023.  

This noncommercial space, one of the few dedicated to the african scene and diasporas in 
the French capital, has an experimental dimension and allows itself a large flexibility in the 
form taken by the collaborations with guest artists, who are always invited for solo shows, 
allowing a personalised support provided by the Fondation H team. 

The Fondation H parisian space can host in situ installations (Hyacinthe Ouattara, M’barka 
Amor, Christian Sanna, Temandrota) and is also regularly transformed into a workshop by 
the artists who settle there for a few months (Maya Inès Touam, Adelaide Damoah, and Johanna 
Mirabel).

The three artists invited to Paris in 2023 are Johanna Mirabel, Adji Dieye and Ange Dakouo.
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BIOGRAPHIES OF THE THREE ARTISTS INVITED  
IN PARIS IN 2023

JOHANNA MIRABEL

February – May 

Accompanied by Louise Thurin in her project’s writing 

at Fondation H. 

Joanna Mirabel, born in 1991, is a french artist of Carib-

bean and Guyanese origins, who graduated from the 

École des Beaux Arts in Paris. Through her work as 

a painter and sculptor, the artist develops a painter-

ly approach that oscillates between abstraction, ex-

pressionism and realism. The peaceful scenes gather 

different stories and memories by composing images 

in which spaces interpenetrate, perspectives are dis-

torted and intricate.

ADJI DIEYE

June - July  

Accompanied by Cindy Cissokho in her project’s wri-

ting at Fondation H. 

Adji Dieye, born in 1991, is a Senegalese and Italian 

artist. Adji Dieye lives and works between Dakar in 

Senegal, Milan in Italy and Zurich in Switzerland. Adji 

Dieye holds a bachelor’s degree in New Art Techno-

logies from the Académie des Beaux-Arts de Brera in 

Milan, Italy, and an MFA from the Université des Arts 

de Zurich, ZHDK, in Zurich, Switzerland. Adji Dieye’s 

work was shown several times, notably at internatio-

nal exhibitions such as the 14th edition of the Dakar 

Biennale (2022), the 12th edition of the African Pho-

tography Encounters (Bamako, 2019); the exhibition 

Of bread, wine, cars, security and peace at Kunsthalle 

Wien (Vienna, 2019); at Clark House Initiative (Mumbai, 

2019); or at the Lagos Photo Festival (Lagos, 2018).

ANGE DAKOUO

August - November  

Ange Dakouo, born in 1990, is a Malian artist who 

graduated from the Conservatoire des Arts et Mé-

tiers Multimédia in Bamako in 2017. He is one of the 

founders of the Tim’Art collective, with whom he ex-

hibits regularly. Ange Dakouo is inspired by the wor-

ld and costumes of Mali’s traditional hunters, which 

represent a sanctuary of authenticity and protected 

knowledge. They are also worth protecting and banish 

the dangers of life. The concept of his work, the grigri, 

is inspired from newspaper folding, in memory of his 

father who was a printer and cotton thread bounding, 

endlessly tied and reproduced.
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AGENDA 2023

FEBRUARY – APRIL 
First cycle of residencies echoing Bientôt je vous 

tisse tous, with artists Amina Agueznay, Grace Doro-

thée Tong and Masami

26 APRIL 
Announcement of the winners of the 7th edition of 

Prix Paritana

26 APRIL - 14 MAY  
Isoraka, Antananarivo 

‘Carte-blanche’ exhibition by François-Xavier Gbré

28 APRIL
Opening of the new Fondation H

28 APRIL - 29 FEBRUARY, 2024
Exhibition Bientôt, je vous tisse tous [Soon I will 

weave you all] by Madame Zo 

28 - 30 APRIL 
First cycle of the public program echoing Bientôt je 

vous tisse tous : performances and discussions

15 MAY - 10 JUNE 
Paris

‘Carte-blanche’ exhibition by Johanna Mirabel

14 JUNE - 31 JULY
Paris

‘Carte blanche’ exhibition by Adji Dieye

JULY 
Publication of the exhibition catalog Bientôt je vous 

tisse tous

AUGUST - OCTOBER
Second cycle of residency echoing Bientôt je vous 

tisse tous, the invited artists will be announced short-

ly

16 SEPTEMBER - 18 NOVEMBER
Paris

‘Carte-blanche’ exhibition by Ange Dakouo

21 - 23 SEPTEMBER 
Second cycle of the public program echoing Bientôt 

je vous tisse tous : performances and discussions 

2 - 8 OCTOBER  
Week-long workshops and researches around the 

new library of Fondation H, coordinated by Pascale 

Obolo (Afrikadaa) and Ntone Edjabe (Chimurenga)

NOVEMBER - DECEMBER
Exhibition of the two co-winners of the 7th edition of 

Prix Paritana

DECEMBER 
Paris 

Restitution of the residency of the winner of the 7th 

Prix Paritana
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ABOUT
FONDATION H
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OUR MISSION

Fondation H is a malagasy contemporary art foundation.  

It was founded in Antananarivo in 2017 on the initiative of entrepreneur and patron Has-
sanein Hiridjee, who believes that art and culture have a strong social impact and enable a 
critical opening to the world. It has been recognized as a since 2018. 

For the past 6 years, Fondation H has been running programs dedicated to supporting 
artists from Africa and its diaspora in their careers, facilitating public access to art, and ac-
tively participated in the development and structuration of the artistic scene in the Indian 
Ocean.

While Antananarivo, the capital of Madagascar, has no public contemporary art museum or 
art school, despite an immense historical and cultural heritage, Fondation H plays a key role 
in this local context and more broadly on the African continent. 

Since its creation, Fondation H has supported the dissemination of artistic creation of Mada-
gascar and the African continent by sponsoring international exhibitions. 

Since its creation, Fondation H has been consolidating a contemporary art collection that 
focuses largely on african artists and its diaspora. Artworks from the collection are regularly 
lent to international museums. Curators invited to set up exhibitions at Fondation H, can, if 
they wish, pick artworks from the collection for their exhibitions. 
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IMPORTANT DATES AND FIGURES

6 YEARS OF EXISTENCE

 

30  EXHIBITIONS AND CATALOGUES

50  CONFERENCES AND EVENTS WITH INVITED ARTISTS 

15 000  VISITORS IN 2022 IN ANTANANARIVO 

4 000  CHILDREN PARTICIPATING IN THE HAY   
    PROGRAM IN 2022

5 000  VISITORS IN 2022 IN PARIS  

6  ARTISTS WINNER OF THE PRIX PARITANA 

70 HOURS OF ARTISTS TRAINING WORKSHOPS IN 2022
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PRIX PARITANA

Since its creation in 2017, Prix Paritana has been supporting the malagasy art scene (artists 
of malagasy nationality and artists living in Madagascar) by organizing a contemporary art 
prize that is awarded to three artists each year. Its aim is to highlight and accompany the 
creative emulation of the Malagasy contemporary scene.

Prix Paritana is open to all artists of the malagasy art scene and to all medium (painting, 
sculpture, video, photography, installation, etc.), to encourage dialogue between cultures 
and allow the creation and dissemination of artistic projects in Madagascar and internationally.

Every year since 2017, the winner of Prix Paritana receives a creative grant of 3,000 euros, 
a residency at Cité internationale des Arts in Paris, as well as all necessary support for this 
residency (plane ticket, visa, per diem, etc.), a personal exhibition in the Parisian space of 
Fondation H and a few months after his/her return, a personal exhibition at Institut Français 
de Madagascar. 

The other two co-winners receive a creation grant of 500 euros, the support of Fondation H 
to set up their exhibition project and a personal exhibition at Fondation H in Antananarivo. 

FONDATION H PROGRAMS
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AINGA TRAINING

Ainga was launched in April 2022 by Fondation H and aims to provide Indian Ocean artists 
with a solid theoretical and practical basis to plan and develop their artistic career. 

These free and intensive workshops organized by Fondation H  are mainly focused on the 
professionalization aspects of the career: definition of artistic identity, key to understanding 
the world and the art market at continental and international level, organization of solo and 
collective exhibitions, stress management and public speech, simplified accounting, conser-
vation techniques and inventory of works, communication techniques, etc. 

Winners of the 7th edition of Prix Paritana will be announced on April 26, 2023, during the 
opening of the solo exhibition of Mahefa Dimbiniaina Randrianarivelo, winner of the 2022 
Prix Paritana, at Institut Français de Madagascar. 
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CULTURAL MEDIATION 

On request of the local artistic scene and on the suggestion of the Ministry of Technical Edu-
cation and Professional Training, Fondation H has committed itself to be recognized as a 
training organization approved by the Malagasy State after the first edition of Ainga in 2022. 
In the absence of art related schools in Madagascar, this will make it possible for Fondation H 
to issue state-certified training certificates to participating artists from 2023 on. 
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PUBLIC PROGRAM 

Every Saturday morning in Antananarivo, free events, that can take various forms, are offe-
red to the public: conferences, art history lectures “subjective path” in which a speaker (ge-
nerally an artist or a curator) is invited to propose a guided tour of a current exhibition based 
on his/her personal reading, meeting or workshop with a resident artist, poetry reading, per-
formances, family tours, etc.   

Simultaneously, regular events are organized, directly targeting the local art scene, with 
periodically organized custom made events (portfolio reading, professional meeting with a 
curator, book presentation in the library, etc.).

Aimed at young people (2-20 years old), the Hay program offers tailor-made visits and 
workshops by age group in conjunction with the exhibitions presented in both spaces in 
Antananarivo and Paris. Hay is a Malagasy word meaning ‘learned’ or ‘acquired’. The program 
is built from this perspective of discovery and learning. 

Every mornings on working days, throughout the year, Fondation H welcomes groups of 
children through long-term partnerships established with various structures (primary and 
secondary schools, NGOs, child support associations). Through these partnerships, each 
student is welcomed several times a year at Fondation H and can discover the different ex-
hibitions and various workshops and activities. Fondation H covers all costs related to these 
visits (transport, snacks, workshops, etc.). 

Free Hay workshops are also offered to the general public every Wednesday afternoons 
throughout the year, and on Thursday afternoons during school holidays. 
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ANTANANARIVO

Refotana Street

Ambatomena

Antananarivo 101

Madagascar 

Tuesday to Saturday from 10:00 to 18:00

Sunday from 10:00 to 16:00

Free entry

The restaurant is open at the same hours, the menu 

changes daily  

The library is free and accessible to all, reservation 

required: contact@fondation-h.com 

PARIS

24, rue Geoffroy l’Asnier

75004 Paris

France

 

Tuesday to Saturday from 10:00 to 18:00

Free entry 

Instagram: @fondationh_

Facebook: Fondation H

Twitter: @fondation_h

fondation-h.com

PRACTICAL
INFORMATION 

https://www.instagram.com/fondationh_/?hl=fr
https://www.facebook.com/fondationh/
https://twitter.com/fondation_h?lang=fr
https://www.fondation-h.com/
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CAPTIONS

For all images: © Fondation H 

Pages 1 to 16 and pages 43-44: New building of Fondation 
H in Antananarivo  

Page 2: Hassanein Hiridjee  

Page 11: Archive of the building plans for the new building of 
Fondation H  

Page 17: Madame Zo, Untitled, 2016, Black fabric, copper 
wire, black and gray wire, 260 x 185 cm, Courtesy Fondation 
H, Madagascar

Page 18: Madame Zo, , Le Bateau [The Boat], 2018, Ecru 
cotton, black thread, 16mm film, 186 x 196 cm, Courtesy 
Fondation H, Madagascar

Page 20: Madame Zo, Horizon, 2017, Gray wire, copper,  550 
x 220 cm, Courtesy Fondation H, Madagascar 

Page 22: détail, Madame Zo, Untitled, 2018, magnetic 
tape, copper wires, 270 x 195 cm, Courtesy Fondation H,              
Madagascar 

Page 23: Madame Zo, Untitled, 2018, magnetic tape, copper 
wires, 270 x 195 cm, Courtesy Fondation H, Madagascar 

Page 24: Madame Zo, Déménagement [Moving out], 2013, 
aluminum mold, earplugs, elastic tire valve, magnetic tape 
reel, sisal cord, banana fiber, grass, zipper, 90 x 149 cm, 
Courtesy Fondation H, Madagascar

Page 25: Madame Zo, La Barrière [The Barrier], 2017, Gray 
threads, Magnetic tape, sponge, 186 x 196 cm, Courtesy 
Fondation H, Madagascar

Page 26: Madame Zo in her workshop in Antananarivo, 
Madagascar 

Page 28: Madame Zo, La Fortune [Fortune], 2016, copper 
wire, magnetic stripe, green fabric, white hose, spool, jute 
thread, black thick canvas strip, green thick canvas strip, 
plastic strip, green stripe, fine sisal rope, elongated metal 
parts, rounded metal parts, wild silk thread, branches, 175 x 
180 cm, Courtesy Fondation H, Madagascar

Page 30: Madame Zo, Untitled, newspaper, purle stripe, 
computer circuit, 175 x 203 cm, Courtesy Fondation H, 
Madagascar

Page 31: Madame Zo, Les trois voies [The three ways], 2017, 
Gray threads, magnetic tape, wood shavings, 200 x 195 cm, 
Courtesy Fondation H, Madagascar

Page 33: Madame Zo, Untitled, 2016, Black fabric, copper 
wires, black and gray wires, 260 x 185 cm, Courtesy Fonda-
tion H, Madagascar 

Page 34: Madame Zo, Son coupé [Her cut], 2018, Twhite cut 
fabric, black foam cord, 200 x 195 cm, Courtesy Fondation 
H, Madagascar

Page 35: Madame Zo, Déménagement [Moving], 2013, 
aluminum form, earplugs, elastic tire valve, magnetic tape 
reel, en sisal cord, banana fiber, grass, zipper, 190 x 149 cm, 
Courtesy Fondation H, Madagascar

Page 36 to 37: during his stay at Fondation H, in Antanana-
rivo, in January 2023 

Page 39: View of the exhibition Lo Sa La Ter Ruz de Shiraz 
Bayjoo, curated by Ilaria Conti, 2021, Paris 

Page 41: Detail of the work Living room n°12, by Johanna 
Mirabel, Courtesy Fondation H, Madagascar 

Page 46: The winners of the 5th edition of the Paritana 
Prize (from left to right): Indie, Richianny Ratovo and Ms. V

Page 47: (left) view of the exhibition Les peurs s’envolent 

d’Indie, (right) view of the exhibition Tomboko Hasambara-

na by Richianny Ratovo ; The participants of the first edition 
of the Ainga program in April 2022 

Page 48: (above) Ainga 2022 training, (below) Hay 
workshop around the Velo-Misy exhibition by Joey Aresoa 

Page 49: (left) Parcours Subjectif [Subjective journey] 
through the exhibition Les feux que nos derniers souf-

fles ravivent [The fires that revive our last breaths] by                   
Myriam-Omar Awadi ; (right) Lunch&Learn around the 
exhibition Oxymore by Viviane Rakotoarivony
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